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Swiss Dealers Honor Stone's U.S. Endeavors  
Harlan Stone, AHPS president, was one of three collectors honored by the Swiss Stamp Dealers  

Association at the September 10-12 "Swiss Stamp Show" in Rapperswil for their contributions to Swiss  
philately. He received the association's new Golden Dove award for his "imposing endeavors in the  

United States ...over many decades as a collector and researcher".  

Also receiving the award were Richard Schaefer, the prolific author of recent Swiss postal history  
books, and Joseph Hackmey, one of the world's premier collectors of numerous countries including  

Switzerland. Hans Erni, the famous 100-year-old artist and Swiss stamp designer, was the first  
recipient of the Golden Dove in August. The association intends to select a recipient every year.  

The association organized the non-
competitive show to celebrate its 100th  
anniversary. Only the Austrian dealers,  
organized in 1906, have an older group. Swiss  
Post has issued a special stamp for the Swiss  
anniversary reproducing the 1909 Tell Boy  
stamp and the initials SBHV and ASNP, which  

stand for the German and French names of the  

association. Swiss Post reportedly informed the  
dealers of the design some three months before  
issuing the stamp without seeking suggestions  
from the association. The miniature sheet of  
green stamps consists of pairs with interspace  
labels that bear the association's red logo. The  

front cover of the association's annual  
Schweizer Briefmarken Katalog (SBK)  for 2010 depicts a pair in color.  

The show's 55 non-competitive displays came from more than 40 exhibitors representing several  
European countries as well as Switzerland. The exhibitors included four AHPS members: Harlan, Kurt  

Kimmel, Georges Schild and Hans Schwarz, the last three all Swiss residents.  (Continued on page 4)  
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Fig. 1. Zumstein catalog cover Fig. 2. SBK catalog cover 

The 2010 Swiss Catalogs: A Comparative Review  
by Richard T. Hall  

As I mentioned in my Mat-
terhorn Meanderings column in  
the September TELL, the 2010  
Swiss catalogs have been pub-
lished. My column highlighted a  
comparison of the two catalogs as  
provided by the publishers. This  
review is based on my observations  
of the two versions.  

Both the %umstein (pub- 
lished by %umstein + Cie) (Figure  
1) and the SBK (published by  
Swiss Dealers' Association) (Figure  
2)cost CHF 35.00 in perfect-bound  
versions. The %umstein catalog is  
also available in a spiral-bound  
version for CHF 38.00. The two  
catalogs are identical in si2e, 5 1/2 x  
8 inches. Both are in German and  
French but the %umstein has an  

introduction and explanation of symbols in English. The SBK doesn't.  

The %umstein has 826 pages, the SBK 865. Both have advertisements interspersed throughout the  

pages. Both use the %umstein numbering system with the Michel equivalent. The %umstein also includes a  
Yvert equivalency table. The %umstein catalog includes a CD-ROM which purportedly will provide the  

%umstein equivalent catalog number for a Michel, Yvert, Stanley Gibbons, and Scott catalog number. I  

tried it for some Scott numbers and found it only included stamps issued prior to 1982, and even then, the  
results were strange. I would not recommend wasting your time with this portion of the CD-ROM.  

While the coverage of the two catalogs is almost identical, there are differences in detail. Figures 3  

and 4 show listings from both catalogs for a few 2005 issues. The most marked difference between the two  

listings is the illustration of the first day cancels in the SBK. The %umstein gives more technical informa-
tion such as the perforations and paper type. The Einstein issue listing in the SBK gives three minor va-
rieties. To be fair, %umstein shows four minor varieites of the Mouse at the Typewriter in a separate  

section.  

The SBK catalog gives much more detail in its listings of the Cantonals and Transitional issues.  
And it uses the Urs Hermann  Strubel-Handbuch  numbering for the Strubels, which %umstein ignores.  

%umstein has a section on the vertical and hori2ontal watermarks for the  (continued on page 15)  
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From the President's  
Album  

by Harlan F. Stone  

Dana Nielsen, our western regional trustee,  
has volunteered to become the AHPS slide chair-
man, replacing Bruce Marsden, who became our  
new treasurer earlier this year. I am pleased to  
appoint Dana to this position but with a new title:  
audio-visual programs chairman. This expanded  
title recogni%es the current efforts by several of our  
trustees to update and expand our mostly 40-year-
old slide programs to include PowerPoint and DVD  
formats. Our thanks to Bruce for reorgani%ing the  
procedures for sending out the six slide programs  
on request to individuals and clubs. You can reach  

Dana through his addresses on page 2.  

The Royal Philatelic Society London  
(RPSL) has invited AHPS to participate in its crea-
tion of a computeri%ed "index of indexes" to many  
philatelic periodicals and journals, which will be  

available to the public free of charge. We have  

submitted a combination of the tables of contents  
and the index to authors for all  Tells back to the  
first issue dated January 1975. Secretary Dick  

Hall and Editor George Struble created this special  
index, containing 3,179 entries, to meet RPSL  
project specifications for a "cumulative index".  

AHPS member Chuck LaBlonde has  
won the 2007-08 CEPL pri%e in Swit%erland for his  
research on World War II Swiss postal relations  

with the United States, New Zealand and Canada,  
which he has described in four books. CEPL are  

the initials of the  Cercle dÉtude Philatélique du  
Léman, which selects an award recipient every two  
years. The journal  Schwei%er Briefmarken Zeitung  
reported Chuck's award in its September issue.  

The American Association of Philatelic Ex- 
hibitors (AAPE) has appointed our AHPS member  

John Barrett as chairman of its committee to pro-
mote local and regional exhibiting. The January  

2008  Tell  recounted his recent successes in attract-
ing one-frame and even one-page exhibits to the  

annual Mid-Cities show in Texas. John is available  

to share his ideas with other AHPS members in-
terested in helping their own local clubs. His ad-
dresses are 2314 Dewitt St., Irving, TX 75062 and  
jstrubleboy@aol.com .  

Alice M. Fisher, granddaughter of Edith M.  
Faulstich, has contacted our AHPS website to let  
us know she has enjoyed reading some of the  
Faulstich articles we have scanned from the  Helve-
tia Bulletin, published by the former Helvetia So-
ciety for Collectors of Swit%erland. Her  
grandmother, one of the first dedicated postal his-
torians in the United States, was society president  
and editor in 1955-1956. Alice has created a web  
blog dedicated to her grandmother's biography and  
philatelic accomplishments. She invites AHPS  
members to contact her at alicemfish-
er58@yahoo.com  and visit her blog at  
www.edithfaulstich .blogspot.com .  

Recent Swiss Exhibit  
Winners  

Six AHPS members won awards at Stamp- 
show in Pittsburgh during August 6-9:  

Dick Hall, "Swiss Stamps — Something for  
Everyone", literature silver.  

Roger Heath, "DeCoppet Ra%or Cancels",  
gold; "Postal Services at Hotel Schwei%erhof 1872- 
1919" (one frame), gold.  

Charles LaBlonde "Postal History of World  
War II Mail between Canada and Swit%erland",  
literature vermeil.  

Bruce Marsden, "International Mail Rates  
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and Services Illustrated by Pro Juventute Stamps  
1913-37", silver.  

Harlan Stone, "Domestic and International  
Postal Services 1862-91", gold, Helvetia medal,  

Postal History Society medal.  

Harry Winter, "Pro Juventute 1912-21",  
vermeil.  

Jim Johnstone, another recent winner, ex-
hibited "Multi-Denominational Tell and Tell's Son  
Booklets 1917-33" at Melbourne 09, the Australian  
national show. He won gold, National Association  
of Philatelic Exhibitors special pri%e, and jury feli-
citations.  

Swiss Dealers Honor  
Stone's U.S. Endeavors  
(continued from page /)  Hackmey's collection,  
containing a remarkable abundance of Swiss can-
tonal stamps, attracted great attention. It included  

16 covers with the Zurich 4rp, seven with the  
Double Geneva, eight with the Geneva envelope  
cut-outs used as adhesives, and seven with the Ba-
sel Dove.  

An experienced team came from The Neth-
erlands to conduct games for the hundreds of  
Swiss children who visited the show, which was  
held in a high school on the shore of Lake Zurich.  

Jean-Paul Bach, president of the SBHV/ASNP, led  
tours of the exhibits for the children, beginning  
with a display of genuine and fake Basel Doves.  
Five postal administrations and 21 dealers and  
auction firms staffed booths. Social events took  
place in a large tent between the school and the  
lake. Markus Honegger led the dealers' small or-
gani%ing committee, which started planning two  
years ago. It went to extraordinary lengths to as-
sist exhibitors coming from far away, including  

Harlan and his wife Helen.  

Member News  
by George Struble  

Jim Johnstone, of Australia, is a new  
AHPS member, but he sent a very fine exhibit to  
PIPEX in May. He has been collecting stamps for  

many years - generally without a definite focus.  

When he settled down to serious collecting, he first  
developed a collection of Victoria's Queen-on-
Throne (regarded as a classic British Empire  
stamp). After successes in Australia, the exhibit  

won a Gold in Brussels (Belgica 2001). He later  
developed a one frame exhibit on Charity Stamps  

of Colonial Australia (predecessors of the Swiss  
Pro-Juventute stamps). In addition to a major  
pri%e in Australia, Jim won the Gold at Jakarta  
International in 2009.  

His Swiss interests began through one of  
his sons becoming one of Australia's top archers at  
the age of 18 in 2006. A thematic archery collec-
tion then seemed appropriate but he became more  

enchanted with the variety of material associated  
with the Tell Booklets. He then extended his in-
terests into the Numerals which appealed to his  

Mathematical interests. His other collecting inter-
ests include Australian telegrams since 1860 and  
the philatelic aspects of the Atom Bomb tests in  
Operation Crossroads at Bikini in 1946.  

After Jim thoroughly enjoyed a career  
spanning educational research, computers, 15  
years as a senior University academic, considera-
ble foreign aid involvement spanning 42 countries  
and running his own Sydney-based international  
consulting company with many staff, his three  
sons decided he should become a high school  
teacher. He is now in charge of a mathematics fa-
culty which obtains some of the best results in his  
State. But he just loves his stamps and covers!!  

We look forward to a report of the Swiss  
Club meeting in Leavenworth, WA on October  
18-19. This club, with several Seattle-area  
AHPS members, has been going for several  
years. I would have loved to join them, but I will  
be in Indianapolis that weekend.  
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Fig. 1. Design for all 1867-1886 postal envelopes.  

Fig. 2. Albino imprint on 5c envelope.  
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Swiss Postal Envelope Production Errors  
by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH  

This article was first published in  Postal Stationery  July-August 2008, whole number #361, the official bi-monthly pub-
lication of the United Postal Stationery Society, upss.org ; the article is printed here with its gracious permission. Any-
one who is interested in the UPSS can contact Editor Wayne Menuz at  upss-ed@ pacbel l. not  or (408) 265-5539. 

During 1867-68 Switzerland issued its first series of four  
postal envelopes to encourage and facilitate prepayment of cer-
tain basic postage rates: 5-centime and 10c for local and non-
local domestic letters, and 25c and 30c for international letters  

to neighboring countries. By 1886 when the Postal Department  
stopped issuing envelopes, it had released 33 major varieties of  
these envelopes, the same oval design on all (Figure 1) showing  
a dove above a cross on a shield, the shield bracketed by alpine  
roses and edelweiss, and the flowers bracketed by 22 stars  
representing the number of Swiss cantons at that time.  

A flat "monogram" press at the Federal Mint printed the  
denominations on the blank, unfolded envelope forms one at a  
time. 1  The press operator had to position the paper for each  
envelope on the flat bed, then release a brass matrix die in an  
overhead punch. When the inked matrix die landed on the pa-
trix die below, with the envelope paper between them, the typo-
graphical color imprinting and colorless embossing took place  

simultaneously. In the final steps, workers folded each  

envelope, applied gum to the flap with a brush,  
and embossed a colorless rosette on the flap.  

Error-free envelope production depended  
on how carefully the press operator placed the  
blank envelope forms on the flat-bed press before  
releasing the overhead matrix printing die. If he  
placed two forms together, the one underneath re-
ceived embossing but no printing. Resulting albi-
no envelopes regularly slipped through the rest of  

the production sequence and in some cases even  
through the mail system. Figure 2 shows a 5c al-
bino from the 1879-83 issue that was accepted for  
dispatch of a local letter.  

Fig. 3. Double embossing on 10c envelope. 



Fig. 4. Imprinted stamp shifted to right on a 5c envelope 

When the press operator realized his al-
bino mistake, he would place the envelope form  
on the press a second time and trigger the inked  

matrix again; but often the lay of the paper  

might be slightly different, creating an example  

of double embossing, with the first attempt part-
ly exposed. Figure 3 shows a 10c envelope from  
the 1869 issue with the second embossing (and  
first color printing) shifted 3mm to the left, ex-
posing a very strong impression of the right-
hand stars and outer oval of the first embossing.  

Sometimes the operator released the  
punch before he had accurately positioned the  

envelope paper on the flat-bed press. This haste led  
to stamps that were imprinted too far left, right, up  

or down. Figure 4 shows a 5c envelope from the  
1874 issue with the stamp so far to the right that  
the envelope's user was able to affix supplemental  
postage to the left of the imprint.  

On a few rare occasions the operator trig-
gered the punch so early, with much of the blank  

paper not yet in position, that the punch missed the  
front area of the envelope entirely. In fact, the ma-
trix die fell so early that it partly imprinted the  
stamp on the top flap area. Figure 5 displays the  
unique example of this error on a 25c envelope,  
which is part of the 1867-68 issue. Noticing his  

mistake, the operator then positioned the paper cor- 

Fig. 6. Imprinted stamp upside down on bottom of a 10c envelope. 

Fig. 5. Partial imprint of stamp on flap of 25c envelope. 

rectly for a second printing. To date there are only  

two recorded examples of this error on a 5c envelope,  
three on a 10c envelope and only one on a 30c  
envelope. 1 

 

Misplacement also occurred on a 10c envelope  
from the first 1874-77 issue. Figure 6 shows what  
happened when the press operator placed the blank  

envelope form upside down on the press. After the  
envelope was folded, the imprinted stamp ended up-
side down in the lower right corner. So far four ex-
amples of this error have been recorded. Georges  
Schild, president of the Swiss Postal Stationery Col-
lectors Society and editor of the 2002 Zumstein cata-
log, has recently advanced the theory that to avoid  
this type of mistake in the future, the Postal De-
partment changed the inner flap knife from convex to  

concave on the 1877 issue, thus enabling the operator  
to distinguish between the top and bottom flaps.  

Still another type of "misplacement" occurred  
when the Postal Department granted the requests of  
two private manufacturing companies, Bally (shoes)  

in Schönenwerd and Le Coultre (watches) in  
Avenches, for envelopes with the imprinted stamp on  
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Fig. 7. Imprinted stamp on back of 10c envelope. 

Fig. 8. Imprinted stamp inside out on 30c envelope. 

the left back flap. It printed 500 copies of the  
large 10c envelope from the first 1874-77 issue for  
each company. It also printed 1,500 of the 10c  

small envelope from the second 1874-77 issue  
(Figure 7).  

For years collectors have assumed that all  
1,500 were sent to Le Coultre. In late 2006, how-
ever, two used envelopes surfaced with  
Schlinenwerd postmarks, one in my own collection  
and one in a small Swiss mail sale, which I suc-
cessfully bid for. Before these discoveries, fewer  
than five unused and five used small envelopes  

had been recorded2. According to Postal Decree  
No. 88 of March 18, 1876, the two companies wanted special envelopes because they normally wrote ad-
dresses on the backs of the envelopes they used. These are the only printed-to-private-order envelopes  
from the 1867-1886 period.  

A different type of spectacular production  
error involved the incorrect folding of a correctly  
printed envelope. Figure 8 shows a 30c envelope  
from the 1871 issue folded inside out with the im-
printed stamp in reverse at the upper right corner  
instead of correctly positioned at the upper left  
corner. This example of the carrier pigeon flying to  

the right instead of to the left is unique on a 30c  
envelope. It was accepted in the international  
mails as partial payment of a letter to Finland.  

The only other recorded inside-out folding error  
involves a 10c envelope from the same 1871 issue.  
It also went through the mails, in that case as a  
non-local letter within Switzerland.  

References  
1.Vogel, Bernd.  Die Tübli-Briefe — Die  Herstellung  der  Umschläge und  die  Produktionsfehler  (The Dove  
Letters —The Production of the Envelopes and the Production Errors ), 1999.  

2.Zumstein.  Spezialkatalog und Handbuch  — Die Ganzsachen der Schweiz , 2002, p. 34.  

What Else is Going On?  
by George Struble  

This column will appear from time to time,  
to record things that don't fit in longer articles.  
It's sort of like Michael Rutherfoord's "Did You  
Know?" column that appears in the Helvetia Phila-
telic Society Newsletter every month and is avidly  
read there. Please send me items that could be of  

interest to our readers.  

Peter Hobbs, editor of the  Helvetia Philatel-
ic Society Newsletter, retired from that position  
about two years ago after many years of excellent  
service, and his successor, Richard Donithorn, is  

making his mark. The October issue includes an  

article by Michael Rutherfoord on Liechtenstein  

stamps produced in Switzerland. Among other in-
teresting items, the September issue includes  
another incident in the checkered career of Bela  
Sekula; you may recall that  TELL  also had an ac-
count a few years ago.  

The  Schweizerischen Briefmarken 2eitung  
(SBZ) issue no. 9 has two nice articles on postal  
stationery: "Ganzsachen Essays of the 1906 UPU  

Congress in Rome",  by Peter Bamert, and "Reply  
Post cards of the 1934 Liechtenstein Exposition"  
by Glitz Schneider. It also announces a new 1000- 
page handbook on Swiss postal cards. The price is  
CHF 280, or 230 without the ring binder.  
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Matterhorn Meanderings  
by Richard T. Hall  

For those of you who collect K-cancels, you will be happy to know that the Swiss Cancellation Socie-
ty (SVPS) has issued the first supplement to their 2007  Handbuch der Werbedatumstempel  
Schweiz/Liechtenstein  and it is available as a free download from their web site www.svps-ascep.ch .  

While you're at their web site, you can also download the latest version of Karl Gebert's  Poststellen-
chronik Schweiz 2009, which is current as of this writing to June 2, 2009. Herr Gebert has provided a list-
ing of the names used at every post office in Switzerland which has had a canceller.  

My offer to make a group purchase of the 2010 Swiss catalogs elicited 32 responses, some ordering  

both the SBK and the Zumstein. Hopefully by the time you read this I will have received the catalogs and  

will have mailed them out. See my review of these two catalogs starting on page 2 of this  TELL, together  
with an additional offer of a second group purchase. So if you're interested and missed the previous offer,  
here's your chance.  

The Swiss Post has published the quantities issued of several stamps and postal stationery issued  

in 2007 and 2008. Here are the numbers:  

Zumstein # Issue 	 Quantity Issued  
1217-19 	Stein am Rhein tryptich 	 1,600,000  
1220 	 85c Signs of Security 	 1,100,000  
1221 	 100c Swiss Banknote 	 1,300,000  
1222 	 85c Swiss Legends 	 1,300,000  
1223 	 100c Swiss Legends 	 1,200,000  
1224 	 130c Swiss Legends 	 900,000  
1225 	 180c Swiss Legends 	 800,000  
1226 	 Leonhard Euler 	 900,000  
1227 	 Berner Sennenhunde 	 1,900,000  
1228 	 Women's Soccer 	 1,000,000 (167,000 sheetlets)  
1229 	 Roger Federer 	 5,600,000 (560,000 sheetlets)  
1230 	 Europa - Scouting 	 1,620,000  
1231 	 85c Museum of Communication 	 1,100,000  
1232 	 100c Museum of Communication 	 1,100,000  
1233 	 100c Art Brut 	 1,000,000 (100,000 sheetlets)  
1234 	 180c Art Brut 	 800,000 (80,000 sheetlets)  
1235 	 Crib Association 	 1,100,000  
1240 	 M6nch 	 1,300,000  
1241 	 Lauterbrunnen 	 1,300,000  
1242 	 Lake of Geneva 	 800,000  
1243 	 Reichenbach Falls 	 800,000  
1244 	 85c Good Luck Wishes 	 2,300,000  
1245 	 100c Good Luck Wishes 	 2,200,000  
1246 	 130c Good Luck Wishes 	 1,000,000  
1247 	 Nina Corti 	 1,000,000  
1248 	 Schellen-Ursli (total sheet and booklet stamps) 	2,100,000  
1249 	 BeeTagg 	 1,200,000  
1250 	 85c Scherenschnitte 	 1,700,000  
1251 	 100c Scherenschnitte 	 1,700,000  
1252 	 130c Scherenschnitte 	 1,000,000  
1253 	 180c Scherenschnitte 	 800,000  
1254 	 85c Christmas 	 3,000,000  
1255 	 100c Christmas 	 2,900,000  
1256 	 130c Christmas 	 1,700,000  
1257 	 Day of the Stamp souvenir sheet 	 387,000  
WI 389 	Friendship Binds Pro Juventute 	 3,100,000  
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WI 390 	Friendship Makes Us Strong Pro Juventute 	 1,500,000  
WI 391 	Friendship Makes Us Happy Pro Juventute 	 2,900,000  
WI 392 	Angels Pro Juventute 	 2,400,000  
WII 300 	Via  Sbrinz  Pro Patria 	 900,000  
WII 301 	Via  Romana  Pro Patria 	 600,000  
WII 302 	Via Valellina Pro Patria 	 700,000  
WII 303 	Via Stockalper Pro Patria 	 800,000  

Postal Stationery  

Opening of the L6tschberg Base Tunnel - 2 postal cards 	 16,000 sets  
Centennial of the Communication Museum 	 11,000  
Tintin  -  Hergé  - 2 postal cards 	 35,000 sets  
Day of the Stamp 	 25,000  

Here's the next installment in the Swiss post office closing saga.  

1. The Swiss Post reported in error that the post office at 6996  Ponte  Cremenaga closed on August 1, 2009. It  
actually closed on July 31, 2009 (see item 10 in the list in the September  TELL).  

2. On August 28, 2009, the post office at 3433 Schwanden im Emmental (canton Bern) was closed  
[assumed by 3415 Hasle-Rüegsau] [K-cancel 462a was last used on that date]  

3. On September 12, 2009, the post office at 6515 Gudo (canton Ticino) was closed  
[assumed by 6595 Razzino] [K-cancel 1390 was last used on that date]  

4. On September 14, 2009, the post office at 1164 Buchillon (canton Vaud) was closed  

[assumed by 1162 St-Prex]  

5. On September 18, 2009, the following post offices were closed:  

3144 Gasel (canton Bern) [assumed by 3145 Niederscherli]  
9312 Hdggenschwil (canton St. Gallen) [assumed by 9300 Wittenbach]  

8426 Lufingen (canton Zürich) [assumed by 8424 Embrach]  

6. On October 3, 2009, the post office at 9514 Wuppenau (canton Thurgau) was closed  

[assumed by 9500 Wil SG]  

7. On October 9, 2009, the post office at 3428 Wiler bei Utzenstorf (canton Bern) was closed  

[assumed by 3427 Utzenstorf]  

8. On October 10, 2009, the post office at 6253 Uffikon (canton Luzern) was closed  
[assumed by 6253 Uffikon (?)] [K-cancel 848 was last used on that date (?)]  

9. On October 16, 2009, the post office at 1284 Chancy (canton  Genève)  was closed  
[assumed by 1213 Petit-Lancy]  

10.On October 17, 2009, the post office at Coeuve (canton Jura) was closed [assumed by 2942 Alle]  

[K-cancel 1438 was last used on that date]  

11.On October 20, 2009, the post office at 9243 Jonschwil (canton St. Gallen) was closed  

[assumed by 9240 Uzwil] [K-cancel 818 was last used on that date]  

12.On November 4, 2009, the post office at 8156 Oberhasli (canton Zürich) was closed  
[assumed by 8155 Niederhasli]  

13.On November 6, 2009, the post office at 5724 Dürrendsch (canton Aargau) was closed  

[assumed by 5726 Unterkulm]  

That will do it for this time. Got any questions you'd  
like answered — write me!  

Help! I have been blessed with a back-
log of articles awaiting publication.  
Thanks especially to Harlan Stone,  
Dick Hall, and Robert Bell! But the  
backlog is nearly gone. I invite  you to  
write an article on some aspect of Swiss  
philately that you know! —  Ed  
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AHPS Auction Number 146  
This sale features an unusually nice array of classic federal issues. There are selections of Cam-

pione and the ever popular soldier stamps. The end sections include many nice covers and a few large lots.  
As always, you are encouraged to bid early, high and often — and have fun!  

The first catalog number in the description is generally Zumstein, followed by Scott (Sc) as appro-
priate. Values are from the 2009 Zumstein unless otherwise noted. Soldier stamps are cataloged per  

Wittwer. Airmail covers are cataloged per Schweizer Luftpost Handbuch. Catalog values are converted to  
dollars at the rate CHF 1 - US$ 0.90. Most lots are illustrated on the internet via the AHPS web site  

www. swiss-stamps.org .  

Closing date for bids in this auction is November 26, 2009. Please send bids to auction manager  
Gordon Trotter by one of the following means: E-mail: auction@swiss-stamps.org .  Mail: 10626 Fable  
Row, Columbia, MD 21044. E-mail bids are preferred and will be acknowledged. The deadline for submit-
ting lots for the next auction is January 15, 2010.  
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AHPS Auction 145  
Prices realized  

November 2009  

The perforations were lost in the scanning. It's  
a meter, but looks like a stamp. Thanks to  
John Barrett for sending this!  
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Plan to attend/exhibit at these AHPS  
conventions and shows:  

July 16-18, 2010: Minnesota Stamp Expo — 
Minneapolis, MN; contact Michael Peter [see  
above]  

May 27-29, 2011: NAPEX — Washington, DC  

2012: WESTPEX — San Francisco, CA  

2013: TEXPEX — Dallas, TX  

November 2009  

The American Helvetia Philatelic Society  
(AHPS) is a non-profit educational  
organization with IRS 501(c)3 status. AHPS  

is dedicated to the advancement of Swiss  
philately and building a community of  
members who share an interest in Swiss  
philately.  

TELL is the primary means of communication  
among AHPS members. The goals of TELL  
are  
• inform its readers about Swiss philately  
• support the activities of AHPS  
• provide publishing opportunities for  

research in Swiss philately  
• serve needs of AHPS members  
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The 2010 Swiss Catalogs: A Comparative Review  
(continued from page 2)  1907 to 1910 definitive issues. The SBK doesn't mention these. While both illu- 
strate various minor varieties, there seem to be more of these in the SBK. But each illustrates a different  

variety so you'll need both catalogs if that's your passion.  

Fig. 3. Page from the Zumstein catalog Fig. 4. Page from the SBK catalog 

Some interesting listings found only in the SBK catalog include a catalog of the Greetings cards the  
PTT has sent out since 1965. If you have one of the 1965 cards, it has a catalog value of CHF 150.00!!  
There is also a catalog of the annual Yearbooks of the PTT, including the little red stock books issued be-
tween 1968 and 1981. The SBK has a listing of air mail vignettes, the Pro Juventute tabs (but no Pro Pa-
tria tabs). The PTT collection sheets, collection booklets, and souvenir pages are all cataloged in the SBK,  

as are the  

PTT souvenir booklets such as those issued in 1987 for the 200th anniversary of tourism in Switzerland.  
The Red Cross franchise stamps issued between 1870 and 1885 are listed in SBK as forerunners to the fa-
miliar franchise stamps of the first half of the 20th Century.  

Both list the coil stamp versions of the various definitives, the SBK within the regular listings and  
Zumstein in a separate section. Both also list the ATM stamps but the illustrations in the SBK are more  

complete, which is very helpful in trying to distinguish the early types. The SBK also includes various  

items of postal automation such as the STAMPIT. Day of the Stamp cards and envelopes are cataloged in  

both versions. The Bundesfeier cards are listed in both catalogs but those in the SBK are much more de-
tailed and illustrated. The listings of hotel stamps has been added to the Zumstein catalog this year. The  
SBK has had such listings for some time.  
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Fig. 5. Screen capture from the Zumstein CD 

Listings of the Swiss Officials, UN  
Agencies, the European Office of the United  
Nations, Liechtenstein, and Campione d'Italia  
round out the listings in both catalogs.  

The CD-ROM is a nice bonus included  
with the Zumstein catalog. Figure 5 shows a  
screen capture of the listing for the 1971 Pub-
licity stamp, Zumstein 494 (Scott 528). The  
lower section of the screen allows you to input  
your inventory for this stamp, whether you  
have a mint NH, unused, or used single or  
block of 4, a first day cover, on cover, or a max-
imum card. After you've entered your data,  

the program does have a nice inventory/want  
list capability. Figure 6 shows how a want list  

is printed out. Obviously, an inventory has a  
similar format but with the appropriate col-
umns filled in.  

Fig. 6. Want list produced from Zumstein CD 

So which version to choose? Each has its advantages. The inventory capability with the CD-ROM  

included in the Zumstein is something to consider. The extra listings in the SBK can be very useful if you  
are interested in those items. If you're a collector of 19th Century Switzerland, I would recommend the  
SBK, particularly for the Strubels. Other than those considerations, it's almost a toss-up. What is great  

about having the two different catalogs is the pressure of competition which results in more fea-
tures/listings being added.  

Collectors of Switzerland are lucky to have two such comprehensive catalogs issued on an annual  
basis. While neither will take the place of any of the more specialized catalogs, they are handy catalogs to  

carry with you when you attend a bourse. I don't think you will be unhappy with either version, though my  

preference is the SBK.  

Here's a  second chance  to participate in a col-
lective order for these catalogs. Send me a de-
posit check (payable to R.T. Hall) for $45.00  
with your choice (SBK, Zumstein perfect bound,  
or Zumstein spiral bound ($3.00 additional))  so I  
receive it by November 22. Once I've placed  
the orders and know the postage that will be  
charged plus my postage to send the copy to you,  
I will adjust the prices to reflect my actual costs  

and either refund your excess payment or bill  
you for the deficiency.  
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